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Chapter 1291: Not The Same Level As Her 

"What can I help you today, Mr Mong?" The shopkeeper was seriously fawning on Mr Mong.          

     

"I will look around to see the stones. I will buy some if I find some that I want." Mr Mong smiled as he 

glanced at Yu Qi. He wanted to show Yu Qi he was a significant influencer in this industry.       

However, Yu Qi and Long Hui did not even look at him once. He stood there proudly like an idiot. His lips 

were twitching. He did not give up.      

Yu Qi started scanning the stones. This store did not have much high-class jade, unlike the previous 

store. Since it was the case, Yu Qi picked the stones which had high-class jade.       

"Miss, you should not pick up the stones carelessly." Mr Mong said again disturbing the couple.      

"Can you please leave us alone? Don't make me repeat my words." Yu Qi glared at Mr Mong.       

"How could you be so rude to Mr Mong? Don't you know who he is? He is the owner of Pavillion Jade." 

The shopkeeper backed up Mr Mong. "You should be honoured if Mr Mong wants to help you pick the 

stones."      

Yu Qi and Long Hui looked at the two clowns. "Let's go to another store."      

Yu Qi gave up buying the stones from this store. Long Hui nodded and followed Yu Qi too. Mr Mong 

wanted to follow them too but Long Hui suddenly turned around. He approached Mr Mong and 

whispered in the low voice.      

"If you try to follow us again, I will definitely break your leg. I am not joking." He then stepped away 

from him, glaring at Mr Mong while releasing the murderous aura.       

Mr Mong felt his legs become weak and fell to the ground with a scared expression on his face. The 

shopkeeper also felt scared when seeing Long Hui right now.      

Seeing the falling Mr Mong, Long Hui smirked, Long Hui finally left the store. Yu Qi was waiting for him 

outside.      

"Have you feeling good scaring them like that?" Yu Qi asked.      

"Humph... Who tells him to disturb us?" Long Hui did not feel embarrassed at all.      

They continued to buy the stones again. They bought a large number of stones making people curious 

about them. They just bought the stones without cutting them.       

When Yu Qi and Long Hui entered the last store, someone pointed at her.       

"I know this young woman. Is she the owner of the HuiQi Jade Store that is currently popular among the 

rich people?"       



That made people look at Yu Qi with surprise. The person who pointed out Yu Qi's identity approached 

Yu Qi.       

"You are Miss Tang from FINN City, am I right?" He asked.      

Yu Qi did not think she should hide it. So, she admitted it. "Yes."      

"So, I meet the legend now. I have been there when you cut open the rare jade a few months ago." The 

person seemed like he met his idol.      

"I see." Yu Qi just smiled.      

"So, you come to buy the material?" The person asked.      

"Yeah. I am planning to open the second branch. So, I come to this city since I heard they also have a 

large stone supply." Yu Qi explained.      

"Oh, congratulation." The person was surprised to hear about the opening of the second branch of HuiQi 

Jade. It was not long since the first branch but now she was about to open the second one.       

Mr Mong who was also already inside the store looked at Yu Qi in horror. He knew about HuiQi Jade. It 

was a high-class brand store. Everything that was sold from HuiQi Jade was worth millions.           

     

He did not know what Yu Qi think about him when he told her about Pavillion Jade. Even though he also 

sold jade, his store was not at the same level as HuiQi Jade.       

"Oh, I am sorry. You must want to buy the stones. I am probably disturbing you. Please, continue your 

purchase." The person stepped back.       

Yu Qi nodded and smiled. She then walked about the stones on the display. Everyone paid attention to 

Yu Qi. They wanted to know how she chose the stone. Who knew they probably could follow her 

method?       

However, when she just glanced at the stones once and picked the stones. She did not do anything 

special.       

"You really think she picks up the stone which has a jade inside? I think she just pretending." A woman 

said to her friend.      

Her friend frowned. "What are you saying about? Just shut up!"      

Of course, Yu Qi heard the conversation. She turned to the woman. "Do you have anything to say to 

me?"       

"I just say my opinion." The woman said.       

Yu Qi glanced at the woman while her eyes flashed a mysterious glint in her eyes. She went to the 

counter to make the payment. The shopkeeper came to process her purchase. After settling the 

payment she took one of the stones that she picked up.       

"I want to cut this stone, please." Yu Qi cut the stone.      



"Sure. We will do it right away." The shopkeeper said.      

The cutting area was empty. So, Yu Qi's stone could be cut right now. People were curious when what 

jade Yu Qi would get. So, they stayed and watched.       

"It's blue jade. The rarest color of jade." The cutter shouted. It was his first time cutting stone and got 

the blue jade.       

People were very shocked, especially the woman who questioned Yu Qi earlier.  

Chapter 1292: Drinking With Her Research Team 

After a crazy week, the research team finally had some results. Her team was researching cell rebirth. 

Even though it was not a final one but still it was a breakthrough.          

     

They decided to have a small celebration. They had dinner. After that, they went to drink. So, the 

destination was the Rose Nightclub.      

When Yu Qi showed up at the entrance, the men who guarded the entrance, immediately welcomed Yu 

Qi in without saying anything. They already received the information about this young lady. She was a 

friend of their big boss.      

Yu Qi asked for a private room. They gave a VVIP room to Yu Qi.      

"Is it okay? Is the room expensive?" Su Ziqing asked.      

"Don't worry about that. Let's enjoy ourselves tonight." Yu Qi said.      

Yu Qi called Long Hui and told her that she was at the Rose Nightclub for some small celebration. And 

she would have some alcohol.      

Hearing that making Long Hui worried. He asked whether she wanted him to come or not.      

Yu Qi replied by saying that she already brought the sober pill and intended to eat them when they 

started to drink.       

They started to order some drinks and snacks. They were having fun until someone barged into their 

room. Everyone looked at the intruders. Six men were coming to their room.       

"What? Just men? Oh, wait, there are some girls here. Oh my, you are my type." One of the men said.      

Dian Shu Xian and others stepped forward and protected the women.       

"Let's beat the men up and take the girl." Another man said.      

With that, the six men rushed to beat up Dian Shu Xian and others. However, they could not get closer 

because Dian Shu Xian blocked them.       

Dian Shu Xian moved fast and beat them up. Straight away, the six men were whining in pain on the 

floor.       

"Shu Xian, you are so stronger." Yi Qihan looked at Dian Shu Xian, admiring his strength.      



"I have just happened into the martial arts." Dian Shu Xian was humble.      

"Hmm... What should we do with these men?" Su Ziqing asked.      

"Wait here. I will go and call someone." Ling Xuan said.      

"I will go with you." Yu Qi wanted to follow him.      

So, they went to call someone. When the person saw Yu Qi, they immediately asked Yu Qi if she wanted 

something.      

"Miss Tang, what do you need? By the way, you can call me Liu Sheng."      

So, Yu Qi explained to them what happened just now.       

"What? How dare they disturb Miss Tang? I will take care of them." Liu Sheng said.  He then called 

several of their men. "Miss Tang, don't worry. We will handle this nicely."       

"Okay." Yu Qi nodded.      

So, they returned to the room. Liu Sheng told his men to pick these men.           

     

"Just send them to the police station. How dare they act like that at our Nightclub!" Liu Sheng kicked 

one of the men who lay on the floor.       

"I am sorry for this trouble, Miss Tang. As for the apology, the drinks and snacks today are free. Miss 

Tang and her friends can enjoy." Liu Sheng apologized.      

"Wait, there is no need for that." Dian Shu Xian said.      

"It's okay... it's okay. Please enjoy yourself." Liu Sheng quickly left the room.      

"Why do I think that the person seems to want to fawn you, Doctor Yu Qi?" Teng Li asked.      

"Oh, that's probably because I know the owner." Yu Qi said.      

Everyone was surprised to hear that.      

"No wonder... No wonder..." Yi Qihan nodded several times.       

"I hear Rose Nightclub's owner is mysterious. What kind of person he is?" Ling Xuan asked curiously.      

"Hmm... he is... a little.... bit crazy? I guess?" Yu Qi did not know how to describe Liang Mo Han.      

Well, it was true that he was missing some screws in his brain. A coward when facing Long Hui.       

Everyone was dumbfounded when hearing Yu Qi's answer.       

"I  know the owner from someone. So, we are not particularly close or something." Yu Qi added.      

"Back to the earlier topic, Shu Xian, you are very strong when facing six men." Yi Qihan praised Dian Shu 

Xian.      



"I am being practising martial arts since I was a child. It was like a family tradition. I am not strong as my 

great-grandfather." Dian Shu Xian smiled.       

Dian Shu Xian was a good-looking man. He had a gentle look on his face. If he wear an ancient outfit, he 

would like a young master of a prestigious family.       

"What? Your great-grandfather? He is still alive?" Yi Qihan asked.      

Teng Li kicked Yi Qihan's leg. Yi Qihan realized his words might be rude.      

"Oh, no... I am sorry. I am surprised. Can I know his age?" Yi Qihan asked.      

"120 years old, I think." Dian Shu Xian answered.      

Everyone was shocked except for Yu Qi. She was very calm.       

"Wow. That is amazing. I never hear someone alive that long." Ling Xuan also thought it was 

incredible.       

Living as long as that would be great.       

"Yu Qi, you seem not surprised at all. Do you know about this before?" Su Ziqing noticed the 

indifference.       

"Oh, yeah. I know it." Yu Qi nodded.          

     

"Because we are related." Dian Shu Xian said.      

"Huh????!!!!"      

Everyone looked at Yu Qi and Dian Shu Xian.       

"Don't you tell them that we are related?" Dian Shu Xian asked Yu Qi.       

"No. I don't." Yu Qi shook her head.   

Chapter 1293: Capital City Again 

"How do you relate to each other?" Su Ziqing asked.          

     

"My grandfather is a biological brother to her grandmother." Dian Shu Xian explained.      

"Oh... But I hear that Doctor Yu Qi is an orphan." Ling Xuan said.      

"Yeah. I just meet him a few months ago and recognized each other." Yu Qi said.       

"I see. Then you are like a cousin then." Su Ziqing said.      

"How interesting the fate turned out." Yi Qihan said.      



"Doctor Yu Qi is from here, you are from Fanghai? How do you guys meet and recognize each other?" 

Ling Xuan was interested to know it.      

Everyone was also interested.      

"I often travel to Fanghai for some business. Coincidently I meet with his sister. We become a good 

friends. One day, his sister invited me to their ancestral house where the great-grandpa was also there." 

Yu Qi paused for a second then continued. "Great-grandpa recognize my face because it was very similar 

to his daughter. So, we decided to prove it by DNA TEST. Turned out we are indeed related."      

Everyone nodded several times.       

Then the door was knocked on by someone. Dian Shu Xian went to open the door. Outside, Long Hui 

was standing. Dian Shu Xian was so surprised to see him here.      

"Does Qi Qi here?" Long Hui asked.      

Dian Shu Xian was confused for a second. He thought Long Hui was asking for his sister. But then he 

remembered that Long Hui referred to Qi Qi as Yu Qi.      

"Yeah, she is inside." Dian Shu Xian nodded.      

Long Hui entered the room. Everyone gulped when seeing Long Hui here.      

"You are here?" Yu Qi looked at Long Hui.      

"Hmm... It's late already." Long Hui said.      

Everyone looked at their watch. It was just passed 11 p.m. Technically to them it was not too late. But to 

Long Hui, it was already too late to him.      

"Oh, so, you come to pick me up." Yu Qi smiled.      

"Hmm..." Long Hui nodded.      

"I will go back first." Yu Qi said.      

"You can eat and drink as you want. Don't worry about the bill." Long Hui said.      

"As he says, you can order as much as you want." Yu Qi winked her eyes to Dian Shu Xian.      

"Okay." Dian Shu Xian smiled.      

The couple left.      

"Is that okay that we order as much as we want?" Teng Li asked.          

     

"Well, since Long Hui is so generous, we should take his offer." Dian Shu Xian smiled.      

"You just finished your work and come here to pick me up?" Yu Qi asked.      

"Hmm..." Long Hui nodded. "I am afraid that you will be drunk."      



"I already told you that I am taking the sober pill. So, you don't need to worry." Yu Qi rolled her eyes.      

"Hmm... But I am kind of looking forward to seeing the drunk you." Long Hui chuckled. "I remember that 

our neighbour says before."      

"Don't you remind me over that?" Yu Qi glared at Long Hui.      

They approached the counter. Coincidently, the manager was at the counter.       

"Mr Long." The manager greeted Long Hui.      

"Cover the bill for the VVIP room. It is my fiancee's friend." Long Hui ordered.      

"Yes, Sir." The manager nodded understanding.      

....      

They arrived at the Capital City. The flight touched down at the airport earlier in the morning. So, Yu Qi 

was kind of sleepy. Fortunately, she was held by Long Hui.       

They went to check in to the hotel that they had booked earlier. The birthday party would be held 

during the night. So, Long Hui thought of letting Yu Qi sleep for a little while.       

Yu Qi slept until 1 o'clock in the evening. That was only Long Hui waking her up. Long Hui woke her up 

because he wanted her to eat lunch since she already did not eat breakfast.       

"What's time now?" Yu Qi asked while rubbing her eyes.      

"1.10 p.m." Long Hui answered. "Wake up and eat something. I order something from room service for 

you to eat."      

"Okay." Yu Qi stood up and went to the bathroom to refresh herself.       

When she walked out of the bathroom, she saw Long Hui sitting on the chair on the balcony. In front of 

him, there was a table full of food.      

"Why do you order so much food? We can't finish them all." Yu Qi said when she saw the food.      

"Don't you have your pets? You should give them too. I bet they are also hungry." Long Hui said.      

When Long Hui finished the sentence, a lot of voices came into her head.       

Aoi: "Master, I am hungry..."      

Shino: "I am also hungry."      

Bo Ya: "I want to taste some."      

Yu Qi was dumbfounded by the responses from her little cuties.          

     

"I will take some of these to give to them. Wait for a moment." Yu Qi said while collecting some of the 

food.      



"Hmm..." Long Hui nodded.      

Yu Qi disappeared. After one minute, she reappeared.       

"Let's eat. You must be hungry too." Yu Qi sat beside Long Hui.      

They were eating while enjoying the view from the room. It was not so bad for a city.      

The party would be started at 7 p.m. There was still time. So, they decided to relax first.      

"Who's else that President Hai invite?" Yu Qi asked.      

"I don't know. It is probably his political friends. Who knows?" Long Hui did not care much about 

them.      

He just came here because Yu Qi seemed to be interested in going to the party.       

"I think we are going to see familiar faces tonight." Yu Qi chuckled.  

Chapter 1294: Mrs Hai's Birthday Party 

Yu Qi and Long Hui dressed up and headed to the party. The party was held at a private residence. When 

Yu Qi and Long Hui arrived, a lot of people seemed already arrived.          

     

Yu Qi showed the invitation card to the guard and the guard let them in. People in the venue greeted 

everyone they knew. As Yu Qi said earlier, they saw many familiar faces.       

They spotted Grandpa Long. Yu Qi pulled Long Hui's arm, walking toward Grandpa Long. Well, as always, 

they immediately became attentive to the people.       

"Wow, they look outstanding."      

"Who are they?"      

"The man is very handsome. So dreaming."      

"That girl's look is tip-top."      

"What? You don't know them. I think they are quite famous."      

"Who are they?"      

"They are Long Hui and Tang Yu Qi."      

"Wait, what do you say? Long? Tang?"      

"That Long Hui, Colonel Long Hui?"      

"That Tang Yu Qi, owner of HuiQi Jade?"      

"Yeah. That's them."       

"Grandpa." Yu Qi greeted Grandpa Long respectfully.      



"Hmm..." Grandpa Long responded. 

Chapter 1295: The Savage Feng Yue 

"Yu Qi, long time no see."          

     

Yu Qi turned and see Feng Yue walking toward her with Grandpa Feng. Feng Yue hugged Yu Qi.      

"I feel recharged." Feng Yue said.       

"If you feel so, please let her go." Long Hui glanced at Feng Yue.      

"Brother Hui, don't be jealous." Feng Yue said.      

"It seems you become so brave." Long Hui lifted up his eyebrows.      

"Okay. Okay..." Feng Yue released Yu Qi. "I just hug your fiancee a little bit."       

Long Hui did not respond at all.      

"It seems your grandchildren like Yu Qi very well." Huo Duxin commented to Grandpa Long and Grandpa 

Feng.      

"Who will not like a good child." Grandpa Feng replied.      

"Yeah." Grandpa Long added.      

Zhu Shanggun watched them. She was jealous to see Yu Qi get the treatment from Grandpa Long's 

grandchildren. She was the one who should get much attention from them, not Yu Qi.      

People kept coming. Yu Qi saw some familiar faces.       

Then, President Hai and his wife appeared.       

"Thank you for coming for my wife's birthday tonight." President Hai said.      

Everyone paid attention to the couple. Then, someone came while pushing the 3-layer cake. The cake 

was so beautiful.      

Everyone began to sing the birthday song. Once the song ended, President Hai urged his wife to cut the 

cake. Mrs Hai cut the cake. Everyone was clapping.       

"Thank you, everyone." Mrs Hai smiled gently.      

Everyone began to come and talk to Mrs Hai while giving Mrs Hai their present. Long Hui and Yu Qi also 

walked to Mrs Hai.       

"Yu Qi, you come." Mrs Hai said.      

"Auntie Hai, happy birthday. I hope you will live a long." Yu Qi smiled. Then, she gave her present. It was 

quite small.      

"Thank you, my dear." Mrs Hai said.      



Yu Qi and Long Hui left Mrs Hai to give space to others to talk to Mrs Hai. Then, they were approached 

by Grandma Wei and Chi Yuan.       

"Miss Tang, you give such a small present to Mrs Hai. May I know what you give to her?"  Chi Yuan 

suddenly commented.      

Yu Qi looked at Chi Yuan like an idiot. She did not know why this woman was so brave. Was that because 

of Grandma Wei's support?      

"Miss Chi, there is nothing to do with you." Yu Qi said.          

     

"You should not give Yuan-er that attitude." Old Madam Wei said. "And you should greet me first."       

"Hello, old madam Wei." Yu Qi put on a smile.      

"You have no manner. I really don't like you. Long Hui should not marry someone like you." Old Madam 

Wei said.      

"So, he should marry someone like her?" Yu Qi replied while pointing to Chi Yuan.      

Chi Yuan looked at Long Hui with a shy smile.      

"No. You are the only one for me." Long Hui who was silent for a while put his hand around Yu Qi and 

pulled Yu Qi closer.      

Chi Yuan's face changed expression when she saw this.       

"That's right. Yu Qi is suitable for my cousin." Feng Yue said. "Oh, Mrs Wei, nice to see you well."      

She turned to Chi Yuan and smirked. "Miss Chi, you are still aiming for my cousin even though you know 

my cousin is already engaged to someone.'      

Chi Yuan replied. "No."      

"Then, you should not be looking at my cousin like that. You should find someone else." Feng Yue 

smiled.      

"But..." Chi Yuan wanted to say something.      

"I heard you tell everyone that you are my cousin's childhood sweetheart. I know it is not true. Please, 

Miss Chi, don't lie anymore." Feng Yue was savage.       

Chi Yuan's face turned red. She felt so embarrassed by Feng Yue's remark. Some people overheard the 

conversation and looked at Chi Yuan with many expressions.       

"Why are you saying? She is Long Hui's childhood friend. They grow up together." Old Madam Wei 

backed up Chi Yuan.      

How could she let Feng Yue berate Chi Yuan like that? Chi Yuan was like her granddaughter.       

"I heard that Brother Hui only spent one summer with your family. Most of the time, he was at the Long 

Family." Feng Yue chuckled.      



Old Madam Wei and Chi Yuan were speechless. Feng Yue seemed not to want to let it go.       

"Mrs Wei, you don't have a right to determine who will become Brother Hui's wife. Even my grandfather 

doesn't have a right. Only Brother Hui has that right." Feng Yue said again. "If you really like Chi Yuan so 

much, you can adopt Chi Yuan into your family. That way, she can be your granddaughter that you 

want."       

Chi Yuan gritted her teeth. 'Adopt?' She did not want to be Wei Family's granddaughter. She wanted to 

be her granddaughter-in-law, wife of Long Hui.       

"What are you talking about? Yuan-er has her own family. Not like someone else." Old Madam Wei 

berated Yu Qi for not having her own family and being an orphan.       

Feng Yue and Long Hui's expressions changed. They did not expect Old Madam Wei to say something 

like that. The air felt tense.      

Old Madam Wei and Chi Yuan noticed the change.       

"How dare you say something like that about Yu Qi?" Feng Yue said.      

"I already said many times. The one who going to be my wife is Tang Yu Qi. No one else. Not anyone can 

be Long Hui's wife." Long Hui made the declaration.           

     

Chi Yuan's face became pale as she heard it. Not like she never heard before but every time she heard 

that, it hurt. 

Chapter 1296: A Coat With A Familiar Scent 

Chi Yuan could not stand to be there anymore.          

     

"Grandma Wei, I want to go somewhere." Chi Yuan said before walking away without waiting for Old 

Madam Wei's response.       

"Hmph!" Old Madam Wei also left following Chi Yuan.      

"I also can say that. Hmph!" Feng Yue said.      

"Yue, you are savage tonight." Yu Qi chuckled.       

"I know. It feels better when teaching someone to put her from being delusional." Feng Yue put on a 

proud face.      

"Miss Feng is really good at talking." Someone commented.      

They turned to the voice. It was Bai Shu Jin. He came with his parent. Bai Yu was still at the hospital. His 

father told him to go and greet Yu Qi to make some impressions.       

Bai Shu Jin looked at Yu Qi who was being held by Long Hui. His heart felt uncomfortable when he saw 

Long Hui's hand around Yu Qi.       



"Long time no see Miss Tang." Bai Shu Jin smiled like a noble young master.      

"Yeah." Yu Qi responded with an empty expression.       

'This man was very shameless to come and greet me like this after what he had done to my 

company.'      

"It seems Miss Tang becomes more beautiful." Bai Shu Jin commented.      

"I heard that you open a jade store. Even though I never go there, what I hear from my friends and 

relatives, the quality of jade is very good. I hope if I have time to go to the store." Bai Shu Jin seemed to 

want to have a conversation with Yu Qi.      

"I heard your brother is in the hospital." Long Hui interrupted.      

Bai Shu Jin looked at Long Hui. "He is okay."      

Bai Family kept that a secret. Not many should know about that. Bai's Family tried to investigate the 

incident but had no clue.       

The nightclub could not help them either. His mother wanted to make the nightclub responsible for the 

incident but his father shook his head about the idea.      

The nightclub was backed up by someone in the black market. Those people could not be disturbed. 

Otherwise, the consequences would be severe.       

"It seems Mr Long knows a lot about my brother." Bai Shu Jin commented.      

"I had my source." Long Hui said.      

Both of them looked at each other. In other words, they were fighting. The air became tense again.       

However, it had been disturbed by Yu Qi. Yu Qi pulled Long Hui and whispered in his ear.      

"I want to go to the toilet. I will come back."       

A soft voice came into Long Hui's ear.      

"Hmm... okay." Long Hui nodded.          

     

Yu Qi left Long Hui's side.       

"Go and accompany her." Long Hui told Feng Yue.      

"Okay... Okay... I will go and accompany your princess." Feng Yue nodded and left.      

"I hear that Mr Long dotes on his fiancee. It seems the rumour is not wrong." Bai Shu Jin commented.      

"Of course, I will dote on her. She is my soul mate." Long Hu put on a proud smile.       

"Mr Long, you should not be so proud. Otherwise... " Bai Shu Jin did not finish his sentence.      

"Otherwise, what? She will get stolen?" Long Hui chuckled. "No one can steal her from me."       



Long Hui looked at Bai Shu Jin. He knew from the start that this man was aiming for Yu Qi for a whole 

time.       

As for Yu Qi, she returned to the party with Feng Yue. They wanted to return to Long Hui but a bunch of 

women came and greeted them.      

"Hello, Miss Tang and Miss Feng."      

The women greeted Yu Qi and Feng Yue.      

"Oh, hello." Yu Qi and Feng Yue replied.      

"Miss Tang, I already visit the HuiQi Jade. The jade collection is very good."       

"Yeah. I bought this bracelet from the store."      

"Thank you for your support." Yu Qi said.      

"Hmm... does the store receive a custom-made order? I want to give someone a present but with my 

own design." A woman inquired.      

"Of course, we have that service. You can go directly to the store." Yu Qi nodded.      

HuiQi Jade Store did have a custom-made service. The customer could choose right from the raw jade to 

its design.       

"I see. Thank you." The woman said.      

"The 'HuiQi' name is your combination name with your fiancee, right?"       

"Yeah." Yu Qi nodded.      

"So romantic. I also want to open the store with the name of our combination." A woman said. It 

seemed she already had her man.      

"Mr Long is so handsome but he always has a fierce expression. But after having Miss Tang, I can see the 

gentle side of him."       

"Yeah... I noticed too. He treated Miss Tang with love."      

Yu Qi felt so embarrassed being discussed like this.           

     

Then something happened. Someone knocked her back and she felt her back become wet.       

"I am sorry... I am sorry..." A woman bowed while apologising to Yu Qi.      

"Miss Tang, your dress!"       

Feng Yue also looked at Yu Qi's back.       

"It is a glass of red wine. It is quite visible." Feng Yue commented.      



"I am sorry. I have not noticed you." The woman apologized again. She seemed about to cry. "I will pay 

for the damages."      

"No need for that. I just..." Yu Qi could not finish her sentence.      

Because she felt something covering her body. She looked over. A coat with a familiar scent. Her lips 

were automatically smiled. Her Knight came straight away.       

"Thank you." Yu Qi said.      

"It's nothing." Long Hui replied gently. 

Chapter 1297: Jumped From The Second Floor 

"Kya!!! Mr Long is so sweet to Miss Tang."          

     

"I feel i had been thrown a bunch of candy."      

"I wonder how they interact when they are alone."      

"You evil. Stop making me think about that."      

Mrs Hai saw this and rushed over.       

"What happened?" Mrs Hai said.      

"This lady accidentally bumped into Yu Qi's back. The red wine poured into Yu Qi's dress." Feng Yue 

explained.      

"Oh, my... you should be careful." Mrs Hai gave a gentle reminder to the lady.      

"Yes... Yes... I am sorry." The lady apologized again.      

"I did predict something like this might happen. So, I prepare some spare dresses in case. Never thought 

that we will be needed it." Mrs Hai sighed. "Come, let me take you to the room."      

"No, Auntie Hai, you are the main character tonight. You should let a maid do it." Yu Qi said.      

"It's okay... don't worry about that." Mrs Hai smiled.      

Could not refuse Mrs Hai, Yu Qi followed Mrs Hai to the designated room. Long Hui wanted to follow but 

Yu Qi patted his hand telling her it was okay to stay here.      

Reluctantly, Long Hui stayed. So, Yu Qi and Mrs Hai left the hall. Some of the guests were watching. They 

began to plot something.      

"Here. This is the dress. I don't know if the dress is fit for you or not." Mrs Hai said.       

"Thank you, Auntie Hai." Yu Qi said.      

"Okay... I will leave you." Mrs Hai said.      



So, Yu Qi was left alone. She went to the toilet in the room to change the dress. When she was inside 

the toilet,  she heard someone coming into the room. She frowned.      

Something was odd. That was what she thought. She used her power to see through the door. She could 

see an unknown man sitting on the bed. It was like he waited for someone.       

Luckily she did not leave anything outside. All of her belonging were with her. She felt it was a trap. She 

could not get out of the room. It might be someone else was waiting outside the room too.       

She saw a small window. She compared her body size with the window. She felt it was probably fit for 

her. She wanted to use the small window to escape from this room.       

She climbed to the small window. It was fortunate that the small window could be used. However, she 

still needed to see outside first.       

The room was on the second floor. It was still high for her to jump safely. If she jumped from here, she 

might get hurt.       

'Master, Master... let me out. I can help you.' Aoi suddenly talked to her.      

'What?' Yu Qi responded.      

"Don't you remember, I develop a new ability to change my size? I will change my size and you can land 

safely with my big size." Aoi said.          

     

A few months ago, Aoi showed her that he could change his body size. From small like an ant to big size 

as you wanted.       

"If that so, wait for a moment. I want to check the outside surrounding." Yu Qi looked in the window 

here.      

She needed to check the outside first. If someone was there when Aoi in the big size appeared, he might 

be classified as a monster.       

Since it was the back of the property, the security was a little bit lack. She did not mind that. It was a 

good thing for her.      

She quickly entered her space and picked Aoi up. She came out right away with Aoi. Aoi did his job. He 

jumped outside and landed safely even though he jumped from the second floor.       

Then Yu Qi could see that Aoi began to increase his size.       

'Master, quickly jump into me.' Aoi said he was ready.      

Without waiting any longer, she jumped out. She trusted Aoi 100%. Then, she could feel that she was 

landing on the soft surface.      

'Master, are you okay?' Aoi asked.      

'Yeah. I am okay.' Yu Qi climbed down from Aoi's body.      



Aoi changed his size becoming a normal dog again.       

At the same time, a group of women knocked on the door of the room where Yu Qi stayed a moment 

ago.       

The man in the room opened the door.       

"What are you doing here?" Mrs Hai asked. She was shocked to see a man inside the room.      

Not only her, but everyone was also shocked.       

"Oh my, Miss Tang is inside the room too, right?"       

"Wait, does that mind, she..."      

"Shut up your mouth. Don't let me hear anymore." Feng Yue was also there.       

Everyone kept their mouth closed. However, they already thought of something else.       

"What are you doing here?" Mrs Hai asked the man again.      

"Erm... did Mistress ask me to wait inside this room until someone comes?" The man said.      

Then Mrs Hai noticed the man's uniform. He was a worker for the house.       

"Whose order? Who tells you the order?" Mrs Hai asked again.      

The man noticed that his boss was angry. However, he answered the question. "A maid came and told 

me to go to this room and waited until someone came. She said it was your order."       

Mrs Hai's face was red. It showed she was very angry. She did not think that someone plotting 

something against Yu Qi using her authority.          

     

Feng Yue entered the room and looked everywhere. She could not find Yu Qi anywhere. Not even in the 

toilet.      

"By the way, where is Miss Tang?" Someone could not help to ask. 

Chapter 1298: Appear Behind Them With Long Hui 

"What are you doing here?" A voice behind them asked.          

     

Everyone turned around and saw Yu Qi walking together with Yu Qi.       

"Miss Tang?"       

"Eh?"      

"Yu Qi!" Feng Yue was relieved to see Yu Qi.      

"Yu Qi." Mrs. Hai was also relieved.      



"What are you doing here?" Yu Qi asked again.      

"Oh... we... " Mrs. Hai did not know what to say.      

"It seems someone here did something unnecessary." Feng Yue looked around the women.       

Yu Qi looked around and lastly stopped at the man. She smiled. "I see."      

That was what she said. But the woman felt that she already knew what happened.       

"I come to take something. I leave it after changing my dress inside the room." Yu Qi explained why she 

was there.      

"You mean you were in this room?" A woman asked.      

"Yeah. Auntie Hai brought me into this room. I change the dress and left right now. But I took the wrong 

direction. And get lost. Until I find someone to ask for the direction." Yu Qi explained furthermore.  

Chapter 1299: The Plan Would Still Be Executed 

Old Madam Wei did not know what to say. When she asked for HuiQi Jade Store for Chi Yuan, she did 

not care much about the value of the store.          

     

She thought Yu Qi just opened a third-rate jade store and Yu Qi was a doctor, so, Yu Qi would not know 

much about business and jade.       

Old Madam Wei did not want to talk anymore with the group, so, she left.       

"I don't know what she's thinking choosing a stone or jade. If I meet the girl, I will ask my grandson to 

marry her." The old woman with the name Sang Nanyi commented.      

Everyone in the group was also thinking the same. Yu Qi was obviously better than Chi Yuan, in terms of 

talent, not to mention Yu Qi's beauty.       

Long Hui stayed beside Yu Qi all the time. Even Yu Qi went to the toilet to refresh, he also followed her 

waiting outside the toilet. He did not want something unexpected to happen again tonight. It was 

obvious that someone planned something for Yu Qi but Yu Qi managed to escape the plan.       

The party finally came to the end. Yu Qi said a few words to Mrs. Hai, President Hai, and Grandpa Long 

before leaving.      

When Yu Qi and Long Hui got out of the residence, Aoi appeared following Yu Qi from behind. Long Hui 

saw Aoi but did not say anything. It was not a good place to ask.      

"Look like you are having fun." Yu Qi commented once they got into the car.       

Aoi knew that the comment was aimed at him. He barked once.      

"I am sorry. I can't help Master. The smell is killing me." Aoi made a pity face.      

"What if you get caught?" Yu Qi asked.      



"Don't worry, Master. I went into my invisible mode. So, no one sees me." Aoi grinned.      

Yu Qi was speechless. Such a great skill, being used for this purpose? She forgot that her little cuties 

were a glutton.       

Yu Qi decided to put Aoi back in her space. The hotel they check-in did not allow pets inside. So, if Aoi 

did not go inside the space, he needed to stay outside the hotel.       

They arrived at the hotel room. Once they were inside the room, Long Hui pulled Yu Qi into his hug.       

"Can you tell me what happened?" Long Hui asked,      

"Okay... Okay... but please let me go first." Yu Qi said.      

Long Hui released his beloved Qi Qi from his hug. They went to sit on the bed.       

"After Auntie Hai leave the room, I went into the toilet to change my clothes. I never thought someone 

would be coming into the room. I could feel something was odd. So, I sneaked a peak. And, boom, it was 

an unknown guy. I know if I got out of the toilet, some problems would have appeared. That was why I 

decided to get out of the toilet from the small window inside the toilet." Yu Qi still wanted to continue 

her story but Long Hui interfered with it.      

"I think the room was on the second floor." Long Hui said.      

"Yeah." Yu Qi nodded. "Aoi offered to be jump stopper."       

"He is? How is he stop your jump?" In this part, Long Hui was a little bit confused.       

"He expanded himself. So, I jumped into his body. It is very soft when I landed." Yu Qi recalled the 

feeling. It felt like she was jumping into the soft mattress.       

"I see. It is great." Long Hui was relieved.      

"I assume that woman who poured the wine onto my back was a part of the plan." Yu Qi snorted. "Even 

after Auntie Hai did not offer the room for me to change, the plan was going to occur too."          

     

"Why do you think like that?" Long Hui asked.       

"If I don't go to that room, I will go to the toilet to clean up a little bit. Then, that man would be going 

into the toilet." Yu Qi explained.       

"I see." Long Hui gritted his teeth. That would be a disaster.      

"We still don't know the mastermind. But we can still play with their underlings right?" Yu Qi smiled.      

"Oh, I see." This time, Long Hui also smiled.       

"But before that, I want to take a bath and change into something comfortable." Yu Qi stood up.       

"Or you can change into the lingerie that you get from Yue." Long Hui displayed a devilish smile.       

"What are you saying? I don't bring that." Yu Qi was flustered.      



"I know but that lingerie is inside your space, right?" Long Hui was still smiling devilishly.       

"No. Don't even think about that." Yu Qi then rushed into the bathroom.       

Long Hui just chuckled. It seemed that they could not get a bath together tonight.       

"Qi Qi, I am going outside for a little bit." Long Hui leaned on the bathroom door and said.      

Yu Qi heard that and responded,  "Okay. Don't stay too long. Avoid the women."       

Long Hui chuckled after hearing the last sentence. "Okay, my beloved." His beloved Qi Qi was so cute 

when she felt jealous.       

Long Hui went outside. He went to the convenience store to get some drinks. He wanted to drink with 

Yu Qi tonight. So, he grabbed a couple of beers and snacks for them to enjoy the night. He wanted to 

see her get drunk and acted cute and bold.  

Chapter 1300: Not The Mastermind 

Yu Qi and Long Hui returned home. Long Hui told her that he would be leaving for about one month for 

a mission.           

     

Hearing the mission would be taking time about one month, Yu Qi became worried. Long Hui just smiled 

telling Yu Qi that he would be okay.      

Yu Qi could not stop feeling worried. In the end, Yu Qi suggested that Long Hui took Shino with him. That 

way, she would be updated on him.       

"You're going to let him follow me?" Long Hui asked.       

"Yeah. He is a small animal. He would hide inside your pocket or something." Yu Qi said.       

Seeing Yu Qi insist on him bringing Shino with him, he just accepted it.       

Yu Qi did not know why she felt like something bad would happen. She could not help but to worry 

about that. If something happened to Long Hui, she felt she could not take it.       

Long Hui went to the military ground to prepare. Yu Qi returned to Tang Residence. She went to see 

Grandpa Tang who currently playing with his grandchild.       

Tang Bo Lin and Tang Heng Nuo already knew who to crawl. However, it seemed Tang Heng Nuo was 

more active than her brother. She kept crawling around the house.       

One time, they could not find her. Turned out she was under her mother's bed, relaxing, and did not 

know that the whole house was looking for her.       

Three days after returning from Capital City, Yu Qi got a call from Mrs. Hai. Mrs. Hai had some updates 

about the incident that happened at her birthday party.       

Mrs. Hai told her that she caught the culprit. Yu Qi was interested to hear that.      



Mrs. Hai said it was the woman who poured the wine on Yu Qi who was the culprit. Yu Qi was surprised. 

It was obvious hearing that the woman was the culprit.       

Yu Qi asked her about that reason. The reason was because of jealousy. That woman was also Long Hui's 

admirer. The woman knew that Long Hui was handsome and she was not suitable for Long Hui. But she 

could not accept Yu Qi as Long Hui's fiancee. That was why she decided to do something.       

Mrs. Hai informed Yu Qi that the woman had already been punished. Mrs. Hai went to meet the 

woman's parent who was a politician himself. Her parent apologized many times to Mrs. Hai for their 

daughter's behavior.       

Her parent also promised to make a formal apology to Yu Qi on another day. Yu Qi told Mrs. Hai since 

they already apologized there was no need for them to make a formal apology to her.       

Yu Qi smiled after she finished talking to Mrs. Hai. She did not need the apologize because she did not 

think that the woman was the mastermind.       

When the woman accidentally bumped into her and poured the wine on her, she was looking guilty. The 

woman almost cried herself.       

At first, Yu Qi did not think much about the woman. But when she admitted that it was her plan because 

she was Long Hui's admirer and was jealous of Yu Qi, Yu Qi thought it must be something else. That 

woman did not even look at Long Hui with the admired look on her face.       

She remembered Mrs. Hai told her that the woman's name was Lu Feiyan. Her parent was Lu Haixing 

and Yi Serou. Lu Haixing was a good politician.       

"Let's see what you get...." Yu Qi was typing something on her computer.       

The personal information of Lu Feiyan appeared in front of her.      

"Hmm... she graduated from Sun University, as a graphic designer. Have an ex-boyfriend. Currently 

single." Yu Qi looked through the information.      

However, the last information about Lu Feiyan was a little bit interesting. Abortion. She was pregnant 

before marriage and she was still unmarried.      

Even though it was not illegal in Binhai Nation to get pregnant before marriage, some people could not 

accept the fact. They would look down on the woman who got pregnant before marriage.       

"It seems her parent did not know about this." Yu Qi assumed. "So, does it mean someone caught this 

weakness and use the woman to deal with me? Interesting."          

     

Yu Qi dug for more information about Lu Feiyan. About her life and friend. Then she saw a familiar name 

in the list of her friends.      

From this one, Yu Qi could connect the dot.       

"Chi Yuan, it seems that the previous lawsuit is not enough." Yu Qi chuckled.       



Chi Yuan kept her distance after the lawsuit and did not do anything to Yu Qi but seeing Yu Qi was happy 

with Long Hui at the party made her feeling jealous again.      

Chi Yuan probably knew about Lu Feiyan's abortion. She used Lu Feiyan to deal with her. If Yu Qi was a 

normal girl, her reputation would be ruined now.       

Yu Qi hacked into Chi Yuan's computer to find some dirt that she could use on Chi Yuan.      

Turned out Chi Yuan was quite a bold girl. She had a strange habit. She often recorded herself without 

wearing any clothes. She saved the videos on her laptop.      

Another dirty dirt about Chi Yuan was her job. She was a jewelry designer. However, she mostly did not 

do her work by herself. She paid another jewelry designer to do the design. Then she would submit the 

design as her design.      

If that was what she doing for her work, it was a shameless move. 

 


